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Fishing for PIRRCCHA U T H O R S
Challenges and Opportunities
Near the beginning of the current pandemic, JAG’s research team 
developed an acronym that we used to frame the investment opportunity 
set in the wake of the global COVID-19 crisis. In a nod to team member and 
Director of Equity Research Joe Kinnison — an avid fisherman — we chose 
to use an acronym that is a tortured and misspelled version of a popular 
game fish — PIRRCCH. PIRRCCH stands for: Prompt Parts, Interest Rates, 
Remote, Remedy, Cashless, Cleaning, and Home Entertainment. 
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Prompt Parts
Prompt Parts describes the need 
for short-term solutions to alleviate 
supply chain disruptions. Remember 
that, at the onset of the pandemic, 
the lockdown in Hubei Province 
interrupted shipments of Chinese-
made parts ranging from cell phones 
to automobile components. When 
stay-at-home orders hit the U.S., more 
components went out of production, 
which ultimately forced some final 
assembly plants to close. For the 
production processes that remained 
essential — especially food and paper products — 
trucking saw stable demand to deliver materials as 
soon as they were manufactured. Trucking remains 
critical today.

While the worst of COVID-19 appears to be behind us, 
we think difficult memories of this crisis will reverberate 
with corporate executives for years to come. Supply 
chain disruptions, especially when coupled with 
demand shocks, can cause grave — and potentially 
fatal — injuries to capital-intensive companies. For 
example, several U.S. auto plants experienced forced 
slow-downs and shut-downs when component suppliers 
experienced COVID-19-forced closings. Supplier 
concentration will likely be rethought.

The need for parts from different vendors was further 
complicated by the need for parts to be delivered at 
various times or to different locations. Occupancy 
limits divided work shifts at many manufacturers, 
and just-in-time supplies were needed in evening and 
overnight hours. In addition, not all workers, especially 
service and repair technicians, were in their traditional 
industrial spaces. Requirements grew for some parts to 
be delivered to those working in remote locations, like 
their homes.

The COVID-19 experience taught manufacturers to 
diversify vendors and to have at least some of them 
located closer to production locations. All else being 
equal, shorter supply chains would be a negative for 
transportation providers. However, greater complexity 
in terms of delivery times and delivery locations more 
than offset the shorter length of haul. Less-than-
truckload appears to be a more optimal solution in 
the new Prompt Parts environment than truckload. 
Transportation providers with last mile capabilities seem 
to have found new applications for their services. Not 
all supply chains are amenable to rapid adjustments 
like those required during the pandemic outbreak. 
Companies with large investments in Asian or Mexican 
production facilities may have some more lasting 
disadvantages. At the very least, they will be paying for 
more airfreight in the near term. 

Interest Rates 
Interest Rates were already near generational lows 
as we entered 2020, but massive interventions by 
the Fed and Treasury have driven 10-year Treasury 
yields down by more than 100 basis points since 
January 2020. Given the uncertain future path of 
the coronavirus, combined with the full-throated 

support of the markets and economy 
by policymakers, we find it difficult 
to believe that interest rates will 
normalize in the near-to-intermediate 
term. Assuming we are correct, a 
“lower for longer” rate environment 
might have some durable effects on 
housing-related and financial stocks. 
Lower mortgage rates have spurred 
housing demand and potentially 

National Spot Rates: Van, Flatbed, Reefer

July national average rates were highest of the year

SOURCE Dat Trendlines, dat.com
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accelerated the formation of new households. The 
upshot is that the housing industry has bucked the 
violent downshifting of the rest of the economy. 

From a cultural standpoint, 90+ days of lockdown have 
caused many of us to re-evaluate our living conditions 
at home. Post-COVID-19, small apartments are now 
less attractive “home-sweet-homes” for many urban 
inhabitants. Features that used to be viewed by some 
as luxuries, such as a yard of one’s own and nice 
appliances, may now be viewed as closer to necessities. 
Likewise, larger luxuries like swimming pools may be 
moving up on many consumers’ priority lists. 

On the other hand, lower rates and a flat yield curve 
threaten to inflict significant damage to the banking 
system. The traditional banking business model is built 
upon banks borrowing short-term capital (in the form of 
deposits) and lending this capital out to borrowers. Banks 
can then capture the spread between their cost of capital 
and their loan book as profit. For most of modern history, 
this process of “borrowing short and lending long” has 
been a profitable enterprise for banks. As interest rates 
drift lower and the yield curve becomes flatter, this profit 
engine for banks begins to run short of fuel. This is even 
more profound for global regimes where interest rates 
have turned negative (much of Europe, for example).

There are many other potential implications for lower 
interest rates and interest rate differentials between 
positive-yielding regimes (USA) and negative-yielding 
regimes. For example, this differential may cause 
capital to flow from negative yielding countries to 
positive-yielding countries, increasing the relative 
strength of positive-yielding country currency (USA 
would be a prime destination). This has positive 
implications for global spending power, but serious 
implications for export competition. This also has 
the potential impact of higher sovereign debt loads 
as politicians and regulators use low/negative rate 
regimes to increase debt issuance significantly (when 
coupled with fiscal discipline, this could be a large 
competitive advantage; absent fiscal discipline, this 
could be an albatross for future generations).

There is also the implication for liability-driven investors, 
particularly those focused on actuarial drivers of 
liabilities (such as pension funds). The low to negative 
regime pushes these investors towards increased risk-
oriented investments, increasing valuation multiples for 
global equities. These multiples can continue to rise until 
interest rates adjust upward, the transition path can be 
noisy and uncomfortable.

Remote Work
Remote Work practices swept the globe in March, 
as governments ordered non-essential employees to 
work from home. The practice became so prevalent 
during the crisis that WFH (work from home) became 
a universal acronym. Video conferencing became 
commonplace, and the name of the leading provider 
(Zoom) became a verb. Cloud-based collaboration 
software, like Slack and Microsoft Teams, experienced 
explosive growth, as did cybersecurity solutions. 

We struggle to discern the staying power of the 
Remote Work phenomenon. It is true that some 
businesses are choosing to permanently shift to 
work-from-home for most of their workforce. Large, 
technology-oriented companies such as Facebook, 
Twitter, and Alphabet have announced broad WFH 
initiatives. If this trend expands, there could be 
negative implications for the commercial real estate 
sector. On the other hand, many business leaders 
have noted that remote work makes it more difficult 
for employees to collaborate on projects and develop 
new innovations. Regardless, companies who choose 
to move most or all their employees back to the 
office will face a new array of social distancing and 
virus mitigation requirements. Workers may need 
to be given more personal space in the office, which 
could potentially drive businesses to expand the 
size of their office real estate footprint or change 
corporate thinking about space from centralized 
office towers to multi-location, smaller office 
footprints. 
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No matter how ubiquitous remote 
work ultimately becomes, the crisis 
has compressed years of technological 
innovation into just a few months 
of time. It is likely that many of the 
newer subscribers to Zoom, Microsoft 
Teams, and Slack will stick around, if 
only because the value of these tools 
is clear even in a traditional office 
environment. 

Business travel is unlikely to recapture 
its earlier baseline anytime soon, 
especially in the absence of a vaccine 
for COVID-19. Less price-sensitive 
business travelers make up the largest 
portion of profits for the airlines and 
hotel companies. Given the fact that 
both industries are capital-intensive 
and make extensive use of debt to 
fund their business models, we are 
cautious when considering business 
travel-related companies. 

Remedies
At the same time consumers were avoiding contact, 
they were also stocking up on potential Remedies 
to the inconveniences and dangers of COVID-19. In 
addition to hoarding of toilet paper, disinfecting wipes, 
and meat, consumers rushed to stock up on cold and 
flu treatments, vitamins, soaps, and sundries of all 
sorts. Meanwhile, companies scaled up their efforts 
to produce personal protective equipment, antibody 
tests, anti-viral treatments, and vaccine candidates. 

It is obvious that the monetary and reputational 
awards that will accrue to companies developing 
effective treatments and/or a vaccine for COVID-19 
are enormous. Of course, this is no secret to business 
leaders in the healthcare industry. Hundreds of 
companies around the world are in a race for this 
prize, which is a great goal for society. After all, 
what could be better for the global community than 
for thousands of some of the smartest people in 
the world to engage in a high-stakes competition 
to save and protect us from a grave health threat? 
Unfortunately for investors, the fact that this is 
a crowded field of competitors makes it more 
difficult to zero in on the winner or winners ahead 
of time. What is worse, the stocks of many of these 
companies have already risen apace, as investors 
price in the potential for successful remedies. 

Cashless
We have long believed that Cashless is a secular theme 
within the global economy. For a myriad of reasons, the 
use of physical cash is declining in favor of debit/credit 
cards and digital services. This trend has accelerated 
during the pandemic, as the safety of handling paper 
currency and coins came into question. Ecommerce 
solutions allow consumers to avoid making physical 
contact with stores or transaction terminals, and 
internet retail has experienced a significant tailwind 
during the crisis. However, as consumers venture back 
into physical stores, it is likely that many will pursue 
truly contactless payment options. We see a long 
runway of opportunities for credit-card processing 
companies, digital payment solution providers, and 
manufacturers of contactless payment terminals. 
It is difficult to foresee a near-term future in which 
consumers will not recoil a bit when faced with entering 
their PIN into card readers or ATM machines.

Cleaning
Cleaning is a theme that has evolved during the 
pandemic. Initially, hospitals and other medical centers 
worked to find ways to treat COVID-19 patients while 
preventing the spread of infection. They employed 
sterilization equipment and disinfecting chemical 
treatments of all sorts. More recently, the focus of 
cleaning has turned to offices. Regulations in many 
localities require frequent cleaning of surfaces and 
common areas. This will likely become a permanent 

SOURCE: Theshelbyreport.com
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additional cost of doing business, required to assuage 
the virus concerns of their employees and consumers. 

From an investment standpoint, we believe the 
renewed focus on cleanliness and disinfecting will 
remain sticky. Even after a vaccine is developed and 
distributed for this current coronavirus, corporations 
and consumers will likely remain concerned about 
the potential of future, more deadly viruses to spread 
in our communities. We expect to see “cleanliness” 
become a marketable virtue for companies in 
consumer-facing industries, including retail, restaurants, 
medical facilities, airlines, hotels, and cruise ships. If 
we are correct, there could be positive implications 
for providers of disinfecting supplies and services. No 
less a giant than Amazon (AMZN) has announced that 
they will be investing $4 billion in mitigating the effects 
of COVID-19 on their entire supply chain. This is likely 
to spur many corporations to join them in the race to 
signal that they, too, are “clean” companies. 

Home Entertainment
Billions of people confined to their homes 24/7 has 
driven a spike in demand for Home Entertainment. In 
their down time, consumers have been playing video 
games and streaming. In something of a surprise to us, 

the pandemic has accelerated 
the pre-existing trend of cord 
cutting among traditional 
cable and satellite television 
consumers. Streaming video 
subscribers have increased 
by 18% over the past several 
months, and global streaming 
video content consumption 
almost doubled year-over-year in the second quarter.

•  Seventy-six percent of U.S. broadband households 
subscribed to an over-the-top (OTT) media service 
in Q1 2020, while adoption of traditional pay-tv 
services decreased to 62%

•  From Q1 2019 to Q1 2020, more than 6 million 
U.S. broadband households cut the cord on their 
traditional pay-tv service, primarily transitioning 
to OTT services or broadcast TV via antennas

•  Seven in 10 U.S. broadband households own at 
least one Internet-connected video device

•  The smart TV is now a mainstream product with 
more than half of U.S. broadband households 
owning at least one. (Source: Parks Associates)

© Parks Associates 

Addition and subtraction
Changes made to paid subscriptions since the COVID-19 pandemic began

Binge gaming is a weekly habit 
for many digital natives

Percentage who play video games for an hour or more in a single session

Total Average Video Consumption by Platform 
(2017-2020) US Broadband Households

U.S. Total Tracked Spending Trend 
June 2020 featured the highest tracked June spend since 2009 ($1.3B).

SOURCE: Digital media trends, 14th edition (COVID-19 survey)

SOURCE: The NPD/Group Retail Tracking Service

NFLX Global 
Subscribers

June-19 151,562,000

June-20 192,947,000

# increase 41,385,000

% increase 27.3%

SOURCE: Netflix

SOURCE: Deloitte.com/insights

SOURCE: Digital media trends: 14th edition (COVID-19 survey) 
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Videogame software publishers have been the 
breakout stars of the shut-down, as bored teens and 
adults spent their ample idle hours playing games 
at their videogame consoles and PCs. In some ways, 
this has become an expansion and complement to 
traditional sources of entertainment (which was 
seemingly the path anyhow for the next decade, 
compressed and evolved during the past few months.) 

At least some of these nearer-term tailwinds for home 
entertainment solutions are likely to persist in the post-
COVID-19 environment. Consumers who have shifted 
from traditional linear television to streaming media 
are unlikely to ever return to paying $150+/month for 
hundreds of channels of mostly uninteresting video 
content. This may compel traditional media content 
providers to pivot to streaming solutions more quickly 
than otherwise would have been the case. As with 
many things in life, with evolutionary speed comes 
some disruption and danger. For example, AT&T’s 
recent launch of their HBO Max streaming channel was 
disastrous, in that it confused consumers. But more 
importantly, the presence of massive streaming content 
aggregators, like Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, 
makes it very challenging for the newer streaming 

players to gain mindshare among consumers. The 
long-term winners of cord-cutting are still somewhat in 
question, but the current leaders stand a good chance 
of maintaining and expanding their dominance.

Conclusion
JAG has been fishing for PIRRCCH for much of 
the last few months, and we continue to see 
opportunities within this framework. We continue 
to work to improve the health of our clients’ assets 
while preserving the health of our customers and 
employees.
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Video Streaming on Internet Connected  
Devices Has Increased ~100% y/y

Average Time Spent Streaming YoY in Key U.S. Markets (Hours)

SOURCE: Nielsen, April 2020


